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Supersymmetry and Lorentz violation
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Supersymmetric field theories can be constructed that violate Lorentz andCPT symmetry. We illustrate this
with some simple examples related to the original Wess-Zumino model.
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A major development in fundamental theoretical phys
during the past century has been the understanding of
central role played by spacetime symmetries in nature. C
ventional spacetime symmetries, including Lorentz andCPT
invariance, are now deeply ingrained in modern theor
such as the standard model of particle physics and gen
relativity. Recent research includes investigations of lar
spacetime symmetries, notably supersymmetry@1#, and of
the possibility that small violations of conventional spac
time symmetry could arise in an underlying theory at t
Planck scale@2#.

The essence of spacetime supersymmetry is the exist
of transformations between bosons and fermions that yie
translation operator upon anticommutation:

@Pm ,Pn#5@Pm ,Q#50, $Q,Q̄%52gmPm , ~1!

where the energy-momentum 4-vectorPm generates space
time translations, the spinorQ generates supersymmet
transformations, andgm are the Dirac matrices. Many supe
symmetric Lorentz-invariant models exist. However, if s
persymmetry is relevant to nature, experiment sugges
must be broken. Much of the phenomenology of supersy
metry conducted today is therefore within the context of
~minimal! supersymmetric standard model@3# in which soft
supersymmetry-breaking but Lorentz-preserving interacti
are added by hand. Soft interactions are superrenormaliz
while nonrenormalizable terms are taken to be suppresse
powers of the Planck scale or some other large scale as
ated with new physics. Soft terms can be motivated by st
ies of more fundamental theories and could arise from sp
taneous breaking of supersymmetry@4#. Their physical
implications at low energies can be analyzed in the fram
work of supersymmetric standard-model extensions incl
ing supersymmetry-breaking terms.

In a related vein, the physical implications of the breaki
of conventional spacetime symmetries can be investiga
using a general standard-model extension@5#. Its Lagrangian
contains terms violating Lorentz andCPT symmetry. Like
the supersymmetry-breaking effects described above, t
terms could arise from spontaneous symmetry violation. T
nonlocal character of string theories offers a potential sou
for these terms with a natural origin in spontaneous Lore
breaking@6# and provides strong motivation for investigatin
their physical implications at low energy. The renormaliza
sector of the standard-model extension is a local field the
that would dominate Lorentz- andCPT-violating effects in
low-energy physics. The requisite causality or positivity
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sues that result from treating the nonlocal underlying the
as a local field theory emerge at a high-energy scale de
mined by the Planck mass@7#.

In this work, we consider an issue unaddressed in
literature: the existence of fully supersymmetric theories
corporating violation of Lorentz symmetry. For simplicit
we restrict attention here to global~rigid! supersymmetry
and consider only renormalizable models conserving ene
and momentum.A priori, even the existence of such theori
is unclear, and in fact we find the simultaneous presenc
supersymmetry and Lorentz violation provides a strong
striction on possible models.

For definiteness, we perform the analysis in the contex
the Wess-Zumino model in four spacetime dimensions@8#.
This model involves a scalar fieldA, a pseudoscalarB, a
Majorana fermionc, an auxiliary scalarF, and an auxiliary
pseudoscalarG. The associated LagrangianLWZ can be writ-
ten as

LWZ5Lk1Lm1Lg , ~2!

where the kinetic, mass, and interaction terms are

Lk5
1
2 ~]mA]mA1]mB]mB1 i c̄]”c1F21G2!,

Lm5m~2 1
2 c̄c1AF1BG!,

Lg5
g

A2
@F~A22B2!12GAB2c̄~A2 ig5B!c#.

~3!

To facilitate contact with existing studies of the Lorent
violating standard-model extension, we adopt the conv
tions of Ref.@5# throughout this work.

Consider the special Lorentz-violating butCPT-
preserving extension of the Wess-Zumino model given
the Lagrangian

L5LWZ1LLorentz, ~4!

where

LLorentz5kmn]mA]nA1kmn]mB]nB

1 1
2 kmnk r

m ~]nA]rA1]nB]rB!

1 1
2 ikmnc̄gm]nc. ~5!

Without loss of generality,kmn can be taken as a real, sym
metric, traceless, and dimensionless coefficient determin
the magnitude of Lorentz violation, which is assumed sm
©2002 The American Physical Society01-1
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in the chosen observer inertial frame. The coefficientkmn

transforms as a 2-tensor under observer Lorentz transfo
tions changing the observer inertial frame but is unaffec
by particle Lorentz transformations, which boost or rota
local field configurations within a fixed inertial frame@5#.

Direct calculation reveals that the model given by Eqs.~4!
and~5! is invariant up to a total derivative under the follow
ing set of modified infinitesimal supersymmetry transform
tions:

dA5 ēc, dB5 i ēg5c,

dc52~ i ]”1 ikmngm]n!~A1 ig5B!e1~F1 ig5G!e,

dF52 ē~ i ]”1 ikmngm]n!c,

dG5 ē~g5]”1kmng5gm]n!c. ~6!

In this equation,e is a constant Majorana spinor. The
transformation laws are observer covariant, so the supers
metry is independent of the observer inertial frame. Ho
ever, the presence ofkmn implies the transformations are re
alized differently on particles with different orientations a
boosts, as is to be expected in a theory with Lorentz vio
tion. Note that the usual Wess-Zumino transformations
recovered in the limitkmn→0.

The commutator of two supersymmetry transformatio
~6! yields

@d1 ,d2#52i ē1gme2]m12ikmnē1gme2]n, ~7!

which involves the generator of translations. A modified s
persymmetry algebra therefore exists. A superspace rea
tion of this superalgebra is discussed below.

The Lagrangian~4! thus provides an explicit example o
an interacting model with both exact supersymmetry a
Lorentz violation. We know of no other supersymmetr
CPT-preserving, and Lorentz-violating extension of t
minimal Wess-Zumino multiplet. The possible supersymm
try transformation laws are strongly restricted by various f
tors, including the linearity ine and the fields, the smal
number of physical Lorentz-violating terms for Majoran
spinors, the properties of coefficients for Lorentz violatio
and the requirement of closure of the induced supersym
try algebra.

The presence ofkmn in the supersymmetric transformatio
forces a relationship on the coefficients for Lorentz violati
in Eq. ~5!. This is analogous to the common mass and co
mon couplings that are a standard consequence of super
metric theories. Without the supersymmetry, each of the
terms in Eq.~5! could have different coefficients, a varie
that is reflected in the form of the general Lorentz-violati
standard-model extension. Physical consequences of th
lationship among the coefficients in Eq.~5! are to be ex-
pected. For example, the fermionic propagator is

iSF~p!5
i

pm~gm1kmngn!2m
. ~8!
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Rationalizing the denominator of this propagator gives

iSF~p!5 i
pm~gm1kmngn!1m

p212pmpnkmn1kmrk n
r pmpn , ~9!

using the symmetry ofkmn . Consequently, the scalar an
fermionic propagators have the same structure. We there
anticipate divergence cancellations and nonrenormaliza
theorems generalizing the usual results.

Note also that the Lorentz violation of the theory is phy
cal. The interactions eliminate the possibility of a trivializin
field redefinition@5#. If Lg were absent one might conside
for example, a simultaneous nonlocal field redefinition of t
form f (x)→ f (x8)5exp(k̃mnx

m]n)f(x) of all fields in the su-
permultiplet, which for suitablek̃mn would eliminate the
terms in LLorentz while leaving unaffected the mass term
Lm . However, withLg present the same field redefinitio
merely replacesLLorentz with x-dependent Lorentz-violating
interactions. Similarly, attempting to absorb the Lorentz v
lation into a redefinition of coordinates and momenta has
physical effect, merely moving the violation into the metr

The Lorentz-violatingCPT-preserving model~4! can be
described in a superfield formulation. Define

f5
1

A2
~A1 iB !, F5

1

A2
~F2 iG !. ~10!

In terms of these complex scalars, the left-chiral superfi
appropriate for the model~4! is

F~x,u!5f~x!1A2ūcL~x!1 1
2 ū~12g5!uF~x!

1
1

2
i ūg5gmu~]m1kmn]n!f~x!

2
i

A2
ūuū~]”1kmngm]n!cL~x!

2 1
8 ~ ūu!2~]m1kmn]n!2f~x!. ~11!

Here, the subscriptL denotes projection with12 (12g5). The
Lagrangian~4! can then be expressed as

L5F* FuD1~ 1
2 mF2uF1 1

3 gF3uF1H.c.!, ~12!

where the symbolsuD anduF refer to projections onto theD-
and F-type components of the~holomorphic! functions of
F(x,u). The theory can therefore be represented as an ac
in superspace.

A superspace realizationQ of the supersymmetry genera
tors can be obtained via a coset-space construction@9#. For a
supersymmetry transformation onF(x,u) generated as
dQF(x,u)52 i ēQF(x,u), Q is found to be

Q5 i ]ū2gmu]m2kmngmu]n. ~13!

This induces the supersymmetry transformations~6! on the
component fields inF(x,u).

The superalgebra generated byQ andPm5 i ]m is
1-2
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@Pm ,Q#50, $Q,Q̄%52gmPm12kmngmPn. ~14!

By virtue of the Lorentz violation, manifest through the pre
ence ofkmn , this superalgebra lies outside the usual list
possible supersymmetric extensions of the Poincare´, de Sit-
ter, or conformal algebras@10#. It appears feasible and woul
be of interest to obtain a general classification of such su
ralgebras allowing for the possibility of Lorentz violation.

As a more technical remark, we observe that a superfi
covariant derivativeD can be introduced in analogy with th
usual case:

D5 i ]ū1gmu]m1kmngmu]n. ~15!

It obeys

$D,D̄%522gmPm22kmngmPn, ~16!

and has vanishing anticommutators withQ, Q̄. The form of
Eq. ~16! implies the geometry of superspace is changed
that the torsion is modified by the presence of Lorentz v
lation. The right projection1

2 (11g5)D defines a left-chiral
coordinatex1

m through the conditionDRx150:

x1
m 5xm1 1

2 i ūg5gmu1 1
2 ikmnūg5gnu. ~17!

In terms ofx1
m , the left-chiral superfield~11! takes the sim-

pler form

F~x,u!5f~x1!1A2ūRcL~x1!1 ūRuLF~x1!, ~18!

and is annihilated byDR , DRF(x1 ,u)50.
The form ~14! of the superalgebra involves the genera

Pm of translations. A conserved canonical energy-momen
tensorumn can be constructed, andPm is then recovered a
the spatial integral of the componentsu0m @5,7#. The pres-
ence of derivative couplings inLLorentz means that care is
required in physical interpretation because the physic
propagating supermultiplet differs by a field redefinitio
from the superfield components ofF(x,u). Also, the
4-momenta for one-particle states obey modified dispers
laws. However,

@Q,P2#50, ~19!

so the eigenvalues ofP2 must be the same for members
the supermultiplet. Since the superpotential containing
mass and coupling terms is unaffected by the Lorentz vio
tion, analogues should exist for various conventional res
on supersymmetry breaking@11#. Note also that a supersym
metry current can be obtained because the supersymme
a continuous global symmetry of the Lagrangian. The ex
tence of the superfield formulation implies a correspond
supercurrent superfield can be constructed.

In the context of spontaneous Lorentz violation in an u
derlying covariant string field theory, the coefficientskmn

would be related to one or more vacuum expectation va
of Lorentz vector or tensor fields@6#. The form of the trans-
formations~6! then suggests that the supersymmetry mus
realized in a nonlinear fashion in the underlying string fie
09170
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theory, since the coefficientskmn would be associated with
dynamical fields. Note also that, even if alinear supersym-
metry in the underlying string theory breaks along with Lo
entz symmetry, the model~4! demonstrates that an exact lin
ear supersymmetry could still exist in the effective low
energy theory.

We next consider the more difficult challenge of co
structing a CPT-violating extension of the Wess-Zumin
model. It is a famous result of quantum field theory tha
local Lorentz-invariant theory preserves the combinat
CPT @12#. However, if Lorentz invariance is abandoned, o
can consider the addition of aCPT-odd component toLWZ ,

L5LWZ1LCPT, ~20!

where

LCPT5km~A]mB2B]mA!1 1
2 k2~A21B2!2 1

2 kmc̄g5gmc.
~21!

Here, theCPT violation is controlled bykm , which is a real
coefficient of mass dimension one transforming as a ve
under observer Lorentz transformations but as a collectio
four scalars under particle Lorentz transformations. T
terms ~21! respectC but violate P or T, giving an overall
CPT violation. The terms with coefficientk25kmkm repre-
sent mass renormalizations varying with the particle bo
and orientation. This is necessary for the existence of
supersymmetry below, except in the special case of light
km .

The model~20! transforms into a total derivative unde
the infinitesimal supersymmetry transformations

dA5 ēc, dB5 i ēg5c,

dc52~ i ]”1g5k” !~A1 ig5B!e1~F1 ig5G!e,

dF52 ē~ i ]”2g5k” !c,

dG5 ē~g5]”1 ik” !c. ~22!

The uniqueness of this supersymmetry can be establishe
dimensional grounds. Note that it acts differently on the le
chiral multiplet and its conjugate, for example,

dcL5~2 i ]”1k” !~A1 iB !eR1~F2 iG !eL ,

dcR5~2 i ]”2k” !~A2 iB !eL1~F1 iG !eR . ~23!

The terms~21! emerge fromLWZ via the redefinition

c→e2 ig5k•xc, ~f,F!→eik•x~f,F!. ~24!

The components of the left-chiral multiplet and its conjuga
are therefore shifted by opposite position-dependent pha
The mass and coupling terms inLg would acquireCPT- and
Lorentz-violating position-dependent coefficients under
field redefinition, so if energy-momentum is to be conserv
they would need to be added afterwards. However, they
then inconsistent with the supersymmetry~22!. The same is
true of P-odd mass or coupling terms, such as the combi
1-3
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tion (i c̄g5c12AG22BF). In the absence of noninvarian
couplings, the field redefinition implies that theCPT and
Lorentz violation in Eq.~21! is unphysical.

Acting on the components of the left-chiral multiplet, th
commutator of two supersymmetry transformations~22!
gives

@d1 ,d2#u left52i ē1gme2]m22kmē1gme2 , ~25!

which again involves the generator of translations. The
term is a special consequence of Lorentz violation, absen
the conventional spacetime superalgebras but allowed
becausekm has mass dimension one. However, the comm
tator of two supersymmetry transformations on the rig
chiral multiplet yields instead

@d1 ,d2#uright52i ē1gme2]m12kmē1gme2 . ~26!

The relative sign change in the last term complicates a
perspace construction. It has features reminiscent of ce
charges for conventional extended supersymmetry. It wo
be interesting to obtain an explicit superspace formulation
this model with a differential realization of the supersymm
try transformations that reproduces the intertwined relati
~25! and ~26!. In any case, however, there would be an o
stacle to construction of an invariant superpotential involv
the usualF-type terms: theF term no longer transforms as
total derivative under a supersymmetry transformation,
follows from Eq.~22!.

Although it lies beyond our present scope, it would be
interest to investigate the possibility of Lorentz-violatin
models with extended supersymmetry. Certainly,N51 mod-
els similar to those in Eqs.~4! and~20! but involving several
supermultiplets appear straightforward to construct. T
presence of several multiplets might permit physicalCPT
er
,
,
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violation, although more general field redefinitions that m
fields between multiplets would need to be considered
may also be useful to allow for variant multiplets in co
structing Lorentz-violating models. For example, the sca
f can be regarded as the dual of an antisymmetric 2-ten
for which the extra spacetime indices might permit distin
Lorentz-violating couplings. Note also that various renorm
izable Lorentz- andCPT-violating terms exist that are un
used in the theories given above, including (A2]B

6B2]A), fc̄g5gmc, andc̄smn]lc. We are unaware of any
supersymmetric role for these terms, which have dimens
less coefficients for Lorentz andCPT violation carrying one
or three spacetime indices. In this sense, the theories g
above appear unique.

One can extend the considerations discussed here to o
representations of supersymmetry. For example, we ex
the vector supermultiplet to have a Lorentz-violating gen
alization, so a supersymmetric Lorentz-violating extension
quantum electrodynamics should exist. Similarly, it appe
feasible to construct a supersymmetric Lorentz-violat
standard-model extension, in which case potentially reali
models could be obtained by including soft supersymme
breaking terms. These soft terms would include Loren
violating dimension-three operators of the types discusse
Ref. @5#. In the context of supergravity models, the scalem of
the soft terms is often related to the scaleMs of supersym-
metry breaking bym;Ms

(11n)/M P
n for some integern.0.

Generalizing the results here to local supersymmetry and
cal Lorentz violation might therefore eventually uncover d
termining relationships among the scale of Lorentz violatio
the scale of supersymmetry breaking, and the underly
Planck scale.
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